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Graph Invariant Link Invariant
. (Kenichi Kawagoe)
( )






Negami $f(G;t, x, y)$




de la Harpe Jones
$X$ $W=(w(\alpha, \beta))$ $|X|\cross|X|$
2 (X, $W$ ) spin model
$G$ $V(G)$ $X$ state state $\sigma$
$u,$ $v$ $(u, v)$ $w(\sigma(\alpha), \sigma(\beta))$
$<G|\sigma>$





$I$ $|X|\cross|X|$ $J$ 1 $|X|\cross|X|$
$W_{0}=xI\dotplus yJ$
$\prime W_{0}=(\begin{array}{llll}x+y y yy x+y y\vdots \vdots \ddots \vdots y y x+y\end{array})$
spin model (X, $W_{0}$ ) $Z_{1\text{ }}$
(iii) $Z_{W_{0}}(\cdots\cdot\cdot)=|X|^{n}$
(iv) $Z_{W_{0}}(\rangle-\langle)=xZ_{W_{0}}$ ( )+yZWb $(\gamma\langle)$
$G$ $Z_{W_{0}}(G)=f(G;|X|, x, y)$
$W_{1}$
$W_{1}=(\begin{array}{llll}x+y y yy z+y y\vdots \vdots \ddots \vdots y y z+y\end{array})$









$\tilde{f}$( $G$ ; $x,z,$ $y$ ) $= \sum_{U\subset V(G)}f(G-U;t-1,z, y)y^{|[U,\overline{U}]|}(x+y)^{e(U)}$
$G-U$ $U$ $U$ $[U,\overline{U}]$





1.1 $\tilde{f}(G;t, x, x, y)=f(G;t, x, y)$
$f$ $f$ $f$ $f$
2-isomorphic 2
$G,G’$ 2-isomorphic (v),(vi)
(v) $G=H\cup K/(u_{1}=v_{1}, u_{2}=v_{2})rightarrow G’=H\cup K/(u_{1}=v_{2}, u_{2}=v_{1})$
(vi) $G=H\cup K/u_{1}=v_{1}rightarrow G’=H\cup K/u_{2}=v_{2}$
$H,K$ $G,G’$ $u_{1},$ $u_{2}\in H,v_{1},$ $v_{2}\in K$
1.2 ( ) G $G’$ 2-isomorphic $f(G)t,$ $x,$ $y$ ) $=f(G’;t, x, y)$
$\tilde{f}$
11 $G$ $G$




generalized spin model Jones spin nlodel
spin model link
link ( ) $S^{1}$ disjoint union
$R^{3}$ ( $S^{3}$ ) $S^{1}$ 1 knot (















meister move link a diagram signed graph
(1 )link diagram
(2) sighed edge




link diagram $L$ signed graph
signed grahp $|X|$
$W_{+}=(w_{+}(\alpha, \beta)),$ $W_{-}=(w_{-}(\alpha, \beta))$ $|X|\cross|X|$
state $\sigma$ $u,$ $v$ signed
edge $(u, v)$ sign $w_{\pm}(\sigma(\alpha), \sigma(\beta))$
$<L|\sigma>$
$Z$ :{link diagram} $arrow C$
$Z(L)= \sqrt{|X|}^{-b(L)}\sum_{\sigma}<L|\sigma>$





$]\chi_{\uparrow}^{\ulcorner}|\{d,$ $()^{)})h^{1^{\backslash }}-[d, \beta)\sim-1$ $Z\dotplus\cdot’:\iota$
Reidemeister move II,III $Z$ spin model
2.1 (Jones) $|X|$ $W\pm=(w\pm(\alpha, \beta))$ $|X|\cross|X|$





$(i\iota’i)$ $\sum_{x}w_{+}(\alpha, x)w_{+}(\beta, x)w_{-}(\gamma, x)=\sqrt{|X|}w_{+}(\alpha, \beta)w_{-}(\beta, \gamma)w_{-}(\gamma, \alpha)$
spin model
edge
\rightarrow $\backslash \beta+$ $=>$ $\iota\caparrow$
state $\sigma$ edge $w\pm(\sigma(u), \sigma(v))$
$Z$ :oriented link diagram $arrow C$
Reidemeister move II $Z$
$\angle=/_{/}^{/}J$ $\sim\neg$
$\text{ ^{}\wedge}\backslash .*\backslash /3)k^{-}\sim l_{1J}^{\cap},d)’--2$
$\sum_{\text{ }}\iota_{b^{I^{-}}}$} $(d,’\prime x)\mathcal{N}-(\tau_{J_{(}}\mathcal{B})\sim$
Reidemeister move II,III $Z$ genaralized
spin model
2.2 $|X|$ $W_{\pm}=(w_{\pm}(\alpha, \beta))$ $|X|\cross|X|$
3 $(X, W+’ W_{-})$ generalized spin model
(i) $W_{+}^{T}oW_{-}=J$
(ii) $W_{+}W_{-}=|X|I$
(iii) $\sum_{x}w_{+}(\alpha, x)w_{+}(x, \beta)w_{-}(\gamma)x)=\sqrt{|X|}w_{+}(\alpha, \beta)w_{-}(\gamma, \beta)w_{-}(\gamma, \alpha)$
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2.1 $(Z, W_{+}, W_{-})$ generalized spin model ‘
$Zt_{1}^{?}=aZ$ /- $Z\backslash _{\sqrt{}}\nearrow=a^{-1}Z_{/^{\wedge}}$
$Z)_{\sim}’( =Z)($
$z_{\text{ _{}-\backslash }\prime}=Z-’/^{-/}\backslash \backslash$
$\alpha\in X$ $a=w_{+}(\alpha, \alpha)$
Reidemeister move I writhe $w(L)$
$R(L)=a^{-w(L)}Z(L)$ $w(L)$
$w(L)= \sum_{c}sign(c)$
$Si\dot{J}^{p(c)_{-}^{-}\dotplus 1}$ $s^{\neg};_{J^{!1}}^{\sim}\zeta C$
) $=-1$
$C$
2.1 $R$ Reidemeister move $I,II$,III R}
oriented link
generalized spin model $W_{-}$ $W_{+}$
WW+
2.2
(1) $\zeta_{24}(\begin{array}{lll}1 1 \zeta_{24}^{16}\zeta_{24}^{16} 1 11 \zeta_{24^{16}} 1\end{array})$
(2) $(\begin{array}{llll}1 \zeta_{8} 1 \zeta_{8^{5}}\zeta_{8^{5}} 1 \zeta_{8} 11 \zeta_{8}^{5} 1 \zeta_{8}\zeta_{8} 1 \zeta_{8^{5}} 1\end{array})$
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(3) $\zeta_{20}(\begin{array}{lllll}1 \zeta_{20^{8}} 1 \zeta_{20^{16}} \zeta_{20^{l6}}\zeta_{20^{l6}} 1 \zeta_{20^{8}} 1 \zeta_{20^{16}}(20^{16} \zeta_{20^{l6}} 1 \zeta_{20^{8}} 11 \zeta_{20^{l6}} \zeta_{20^{16}} 1 \zeta_{20^{8}}\zeta_{20^{8}} 1 \zeta_{20}^{16} \zeta_{20}^{16} 1\end{array})$
generalized spin model } spin model
link non-invertible knot $K$





2.2 $(X, W_{+}, W_{-})$ generalized spin model $Z$
$W_{\pm}^{T}=P^{T}W_{\pm}P$ $P$
oriented link $L$ $R(L)=R(L^{-1})$ $L^{-1}$ $L$
link
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